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Abstract

When it performs model transformation from a model to another model in MDD paradigm, the transformation engine translates the XMI file from the XML file of model. But, for adopting the MDD into heterogeneous Smartphone mechanism, developing User Interface (UI) of different Smartphone generally absolutely uses the type of XML file. Therefore, bi-directly interchanging XMI with XML is required for heterogeneous Smartphone UI model transformation. In this paper, we propose the bi-directional translator to possibly interchange the XML to XMI or the XMI to XML for using UI model files in the smartphone platform. Our proposed translator is implemented by program language as C++. It can automatically translate the XMI from XML file of UI Model, and the reverse direction using two steps.
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1. Introduction

Model transformation is a core technology of Model Driven Development (MDD) [1], which is able to transform the Platform Specify Model (PSM) from the Platform In-dependent Model (PIM). The model transformation consists of three parts: 1) meta-model of model, transformation language, and transformation engine. Transforming model perform three steps: 1) to design metamodel, 2) to write rule of transformation, and 3) to execute model transformation. In the first step of metamodel design, architect draws the metamodel to understand the structure of models of input/output. In the second step to write rule of transformation, architect makes the rule to analyze the similarities & differences between two models, and writes code using transformation language. In the last step to execute model transformation, the engine inputted with data of model, metamodel, and transformation language creates the transformed model as command of transformation language. The all file type in model transformation using data of model and metamodel is XML-based Metadata Interchange (XMI) [2].

In order to generate the full code with the result of our research [3-8], three elements are required for model transformation such as the UI to configure the mobile screen, the code that performs functions, and the project to configure the development environment. So, we consider the transformation about UI Model in the model transformation of smartphone platform. But the UI Model saves the file’s name as eXtensible Markup Language (XML). It has a problem not to immediately apply in the model transformation using XMI. In this paper, we focus on bi-directly interchanging the file type (XML to XMI, or XMI to XML) of UI Model to apply the model transformation. And we implement the XMI translator as C++. The proposed translator consists of two steps: 1) to move from value of XML to attribute value of XML because XMI is not possible to use value of XML, 2) to insert the namespace of metamodel to the root node of XML because XMI require the namespace of metamodel. Our translator can help to perform the model transformation.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 mentions the method of bi-directly interchanging XMI with XML. Chapter 3 describes a case study, and Last chapter mentions the conclusion and future work.
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2. An Interchanging Method for XMI with XML

The UI of each platform (Android, iPhone, MS Phone) is expressed as the XML file. It looks the same for the file type, but is not in fact. Nevertheless, the UI file of platforms has the common information such as name, position, handler name, etc. The common UI model is defined by abstracting this information, which is used to transfer the UI models of each platform. But, model transformation requires the XMI file type. Therefore, the XMI translator is needed to perform model transformation.

To illustrate these ideas, it shows a model transformation scenario of smartphone UI in which a mode (UI model) are connected by a model transformation that generate a model (UI Model) like figure 1. But XML is the file type of input model, and XMI is the model transformation of needed model. It does no match to perform the model transformation. Therefore, we propose the bi-direction translator to possibly interchange the XML to XMI or XMI to XML for UI model files in Smartphone platform. The proposed translator consists of two steps: 1) to move from value of XML to attribute value of XML because XMI is not possible to use value of XML, 2) to insert the namespace of metamodel to the root node of XML because XMI requires the namespace of metamodel.

![Figure 1. The model transformation scenario of smartphone UI](image)

3. A Case Study

It needs the two steps to bi-directly interchange XMI with XML. In the First step, it moves from value of XML to attribute value of XML. In the Second step inserts the namespace of metamodel to the root node of XML. The method of first step finds the all element of XML, and inserts the attribute in the found element named “XML_VALUE” which is brought the value of element. The XML_VALUE is not exist to metamodel of smartphone UI. Therefore it is necessary in metamodel to insert the attribute named “XML_VALUE” of string type. Figure 2 shows the result on performing XMI translator.

![Figure 2. The result of translating the attribute from value in iPhone UI file](image)
In the method of second step, linking the metamodel with model, it inserts the attributes (such as the namespace of metamodel, XMI version, and XMI namespace) into the root node in figure 3. The considerable point in this step is that the name of namespace inserted in XML should be same with the name in metamodel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;/archive&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;/iphonem:Archive&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Before transformation | (b) After transformation

Figure 3. The result of inserting the namespace.

4. Conclusions

The model transformation is the best solution for heterogeneous smartphone platform at the same time. But three elements are required for model transformation in smartphone platforms such as the UI to configure the mobile screen, the code that performs functions, and the project to configure the development environment. In this paper, to generate the full code with the result of our research, we propose the bi-direction translator to possibly interchange the XML to XMI or XMI to XML for using UI model files in each smartphone platform. The proposed translator is implemented by program language as C++. It is able to automatically translate the XMI from XML file of UI Model, and the reverse direction using two steps. Further research should be conducted, which is not dealt in this study on model and UI transformation for heterogeneous platform. Our translator can help to perform the model transformation in further research.
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